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Abstract: This paper considers the issues and options in creating orthographies for languages 
without alphabetic traditions. In particular, it looks at issues that face linguists and anthropologists 
in creating such orthographies for preliminary descriptive work on a language. It is often the case 
that these orthographies by linguistic outsiders later serve as the bases for literacy-aimed orthogra-
phies. Thus, the lexicographer is constrained not only to present the language accurately, but to 
not undermine indigenous literacy projects for that language. This paper looks at the particular 
case of devising an orthography for Beng. a Southern Mande language of Cote d'Ivoire, in order to 
illustrate the problems inherent in alphabetising an unfamiliar language. 
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DICTIONARY, FIELDWORK, INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ALPHABET, LEXICOGRAPHY, 
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Opsomming: Woordeboeke en ortografie in Modeme Afrika. In hierdie artikel 
word die kwessies en opsies in die skepping van ortografiee vir tale sonder alfabetiese tradisies 
oorweeg. Daar word veral gekyk na kwessies waarrnee linguiste en antropoloe te doen kry by die 
skepping van sulke ortografiee vir voorlopige deskriptiewe werk aan 'n taal. Dit gebeur dikwels 
dat hierdie ortografiee deur linguistiese buitestaanders as basis dien vir ortografiee wat op gelet-
terdheid gerig is. Gevolglik word die leksikograaf gedwing om nie net die taal akkuraat weer te 
gee nie, maar ook om nie inheemse geletterdheidsprojekte vir daardie taal te onderrnyn nie. Hier-
die artikel ondersoek die spesifieke geval van die ontwerp van 'n ortografie vir Beng, 'n Suidelike 
Mande-taal van die Ivoorkus, om probleme inherent aan die alfabetisering van 'n onbekende taal 
te illustreer. 
Sleutelwoorde: AFRIKATALE, ALFABETISERING, BENG, IVOORKUS, WOORDEBOEK, 
VELDWERK, INTERNASIONALE FONETIESE ALFABET, LEKSIKOGRAFIE, GELETTERD-
HEID, MANDE, ORTOGRAFIE 
1. Introduction 
This paper considers contemporary methods for assigning alphabets and 
orthographies to languages without an alphabetic tradition. Issues relevant to 
orthographic assignment are surveyed with. particular attention to issues for 
African languages. The ultimate goal of the paper is to assess the possible rami-
fications of such assignments for lexicographers in the modem African context. 
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Th se ramifications are discussed with reference to the orthography for Beng (a 
~ority language of c:ote. d.'Ivoire) created by American scholars for a 
Beng-English ethnographlc dlctionary. 
Throughout history, conquering peoples have set the languages of their 
ictimS to print in writing systems mimicking the conqueror's own. This con-
~ues to be true in the present day, when fOIlI).er colonising and imperialist 
cultures exert orthographic influence (by means of missionaries and academics) 
on the same peoples they once conquered. European (including Euro-
American) missionaries have frequently pursued alphabetisation of the local 
languages of former colonies, but academics, especially linguists and anthro-
pologists, and governments have also played roles in developing orthogra-
phies. In the present day, national governments and international organisations 
(such as UNICEF) are acting upon an increas~d interest in promoting literacy in 
developing nations. This interest presses for further development of orthogra-
phies for languages with no writing customs, and the application of existing 
European alphabets to these languages continues for both pragmatic and 
political reasons. 
For outsiders involved in the development of orthographies and literacy, 
several ethical dilemmas present themselves. By introducing writing to a 
non-writing culture, members of a writing culture seem to make an implicit 
judgement: that the non-writing culture is inadequate and must be repaired 
through t.lte introduction of writing. Thus, the introduction of writing to a cul-
ture may simply be a means of proselytising European (or Arabic or Chinese) 
values and culture. However, the introduction of writing by former colonial 
forces may instead be viewed as partial restitution for the injustices of colo-
nialism: a) by allowing the victims of colonialism to share in the economic sys-
tem that has benefited the colonial powers, and b) by helping to preserve lan-
guages whose livelihoods have been threatened by the intrusion of a colonialist 
language and the economic and political changes brought forth by colonialism. 
Promoting literacy and non-traditional (Le., Western-style) education pro-
duces more ethical and practical problems. One can make many good argu-
ments for promoting literacy in local language. Vernacular literacy allows more 
people to attain higher levels of education and may preserve languages that 
would otherwise die out due to the predominance of official (often European) 
and national languages in the educational and economic system. I But literacy 
can also be detrimental to traditional village life. As young people become lit-
erate, especially as they become literate in national languages, they often 
become dissatisfied with traditional life in agricultural villages and leave to 
find work in cities.2 Whether the cities of developing nations can support an 
influx of new literate people is definitely questionable. 
As part of a literacy program, orthographic development should involve 
native speakers of the language in order to preserve the language users' rights 
of sell-determination in linguistic and educational matters, as well as for prac-










































46 M. Lynne Murphy -
ports the chosen writing system.) However, often some record of the language 
is made for the benefit of outsiders (e.g. academics) prior to mass literacy 
efforts. This paper aims to discem how academic orthographies affect future 
attempts at literacy-aimed orthographies and whether these effects may be 
harmful to attempts at literacy. 
This paper consists of six sections. The remainder of this section explains 
the terms and typographical conventions used. Section 2 briefly raises ques-
tions concerning the nature of writing systems. The third section concems 
orthographic design as it applies to previously unwritten languages, especially 
those of Africa, discussing first the selection of graph style, then orthographic 
choice. Section 4 outlines other orthographic issues: word division and capitali-
sation conventions. Section 5 concems the treatment of the Beng language of 
Cote d'Ivoire in an ethnographic dictionary published in the United States. The 
final section discusses the role of dictionaries in establishing a practical orthog-
raphy. 
1.1 Terminology and conventions 
In this paper, the term GRAPH refers to a minimal unit of writing which by itself 
represents some part of a . language. For example, the 26 letters in English 
orthography are graphs, which may represent sounds. In the Chinese writing 
system, graphs semantically represent morphemes. ALPHABET refers to a set of 
graphs that represent sounds, though not necessarily the same sounds in every 
language that it serves. A SYLLABARY is a set of graphs that represent syllables, 
usually consonant-vowel combinations. DIACRITICS are symbols used in con-
junction with alphabets or syllabaries in order to make more precise sound dif-
ferentiations than the graphs alone. They differ from graphs in that they cannot 
stand alone in writing - they must affix to some graph. Accent marks are 
well-known examples of diacritics. An ORTHOGRAPHY is the writing system of a 
language, consisting of a set of graphs and conventions regarding the relation 
of those graphs to sounds or words, the division of words, capitalisation, et 
cetera. Although languages. may share almost identical alphabets, their 
orthographies may differ. For example, according to the orthography of 
English, pan indicates the pronunciation [p\en], while in French orthography, 
pan ('bread') indicates the pronunciation [pal. The term ALPHABETISATION refers 
to the process by which a language is assigned an alphabet and orthography. 
This should not be confused with the French term alphabetisation (used often in 
the materials cited here), which refers to the process of literacy education. Nor 
should it be confused with the term's use elsewhere to mean 'alphabetical 
ordering'. 
In keeping with linguistic tradition, phonetic representations appear in 
brackets and linguistic examples are underscored. Exemplary graphs are repre-
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2. 
The nature of writing 
While the languag~s of most former E~ropean colonies (with the excepti~n of 
Asian colorues) have been consIdered by Westerners to' be unwntten, 
som: of these languages do have historical writing systems that have been 
~or:red or deemed unsatisfactory by the coloitial and post-colonial powers-
fat-be. Defining writing system is in itself a problem. The writing systems of. 
Europe have almost one-to-one correspondence between spoken and printed 
words. Yet o~er systems, such as Chinese, do not practise such phonetic / 
orthographic consistency. In Chinese, the character represents a concept that is 
realised with different sounds in the different Chinese languages. Certainly, 
other cultures have means of representing ideas in concrete symbols. These 
symbols might be incorporated into the design of objects, in the patterns on 
clothing, in house decoration, or in paintings and sculpture. They might be 
used to record historic events, to revere heroes or deities, or to record debts or 
crop information. Are these writing systems? If we were to view such symbolic 
systems as writing, would our views toward the introduction of European-style 
writing systems have to change? In a perfect world, perhaps they would. But in 
a world made smaller through imperialism and subsequent world-wide 
economic dependencies, it may be too idealistic to suggest that orthographers 
should accept local symbolic systems as writing systems comparable to those of 
Europe and Asia. The writing systems discussed in this paper conform to 
Western standards; however, the ,reader should keep in mind the possible 
inadequacy of this standard. 
3. Common goals of orthographic design 
In designing or choosing an alphabet and developing an orthography for a lan-
guage, many practical and political issues must be considered. However, these 
practical and political concerns may point to conflicting orthographic choices. 
In this section, I consider first the choice of graph style (roman, indigenous, 
original, etc.) and then consider the development of orthographies using 'the 
selected graph style, focusing on the roman graphs which are most often cho-
sen for African languages. 
3.1 Graph style selection 
Most orthographies developed in Africa and other former European colonies 
have been based on roman graphs. While this choice of graphs is rarely ques-
tioned or challenged in orthographic literature, this selection raises many prac-
tical and ethical questions. Expdrt of these western European graphs to colonies 










































48 M. Lynne Murphy 
Christian missionaries have seen roman alphabetisation of local languages as 
the means by which to introduce their religion to the peoples of Africa and 
America. Richard Lepsius, in the advertisement for his own international 
orthography, insisted that, "in the case of Africa, [use of a standard system 
based on roman graphs is necessary, for] in this way only can we hope for 
Evangelization of that vast continent" (1863: v). This sentiment is echoed today 
in the actions of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, a Protestant missionary 
organisation that develops literacy in vernacular languages in order to translate 
and distribute the Bible and other Christian texts. 
3.1.1 Indigenous graphs 
In the European fervour to "evangelise" or "civilise" colonised peoples, Euro-
pean orthographies have sometimes supplanted indigenous orthographies. In 
western Africa, indigenous orthographies were developed for several lan-
guages prior to or separate from European influence. At the tum of this century 
in Cameroon, King Njoya of the Bamum developed an ideographic script of 466 
characters which was used in writing the history of the Barnum and for royal 
correspondence. In Sierre Leone and Liberia, syllabaries for five Mande 
languages were developed by native speakers between 1830 and 1940. Each has 
been used for correspondence and record-keeping, and one (Vai) has been 
standardised and used in translations of the Bible and Koran. These systems 
were developed without overt influence from non-African cultures, although 
some similarities have been found between the Mande syllabaries and a secret 
writing system used to transcribe Arabic by the Hodh of Mauritania (Dalby 
1986). This similarity of writing systems may indicate that a common writing 
system was used by the medieval Mandir] empire, which spread the linguistic 
ancestor of the Mande languages (Dalby 1986). Thus, these cultures, often 
described as having unwritten languages, may have centuries-old traditions of 
writing. 
For languages with extant or historical writing systems, the introduction of 
a new orthography would seem redundant. Furthermore, replacement of 
indigenous orthographies by ilnported systems is blatant cultural imperialism. 
But despite the fact that syllabaries existed for several African languages when 
missionaries contacted their speakers, the westerners considered it necessary to 
introduce roman writing systems. This was not entirely due to western igno-
rance of the indigenous systems. In his advertisement for his standard alphabet, 
Lepsius (1863) mentions the Vai syllabary as evidence that African people are 
adept at teaching each other writing systemS, ignoring the point that, for the 
Vai, his alphabet is redundant. , 
Dalby ( 1986 - one of the few orthographic histories that discusses native 
West African scripts) gives no indication that any of these indigenous writing 
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f the Barnum or Mande systems, they may be destined for extinction. Few 
o Ie already know the indigenous systems, but many indigenous people 
k~~ the writing system of the language used in government or church-run 
schools, often the official language or a regional lingua franca. Widespread use 
f the official writing system hinders the survival of the indigenous system 
~ecause of the time, expense, and commitment necessary for teaching and 
maintaining two systems. So, while vernacular literacy programs could pre-
serve and even promote indigenous writing systems and related cUltural tradi-
tions, these efforts instead ensure that the indigenous writing systems are 
abandoned. 
3.1.2 Entrenchment of roman graphs 
The persistence of European official languages entrenches roman graphs in 
former European colonies. As well as preventing the revival of extant indige-
nous systems, this prevents the introduction of original graph systems from 
within the language community. For members of the language community to 
create their own orthography from scratch would be the utmost in self-deter-
mination in the promotion of literacy. However, such an option is barely con-
sidered because of the practical matters of printing technology and managing 
language policy in multilingual states. 
In African nations with a European officiallanguage,3 the use of roman 
graphs for indigenous languages . allows for the use of the same printing 
equipment to produce materials in more than one language. Thus, the reasons 
for the choice of roman-based systems are usually economic in nature: a) 
printing equipment for roman graphs is readily available, and b) use of the 
same graphs for local and official languages avoids the economic and mental 
burdens of maintaining separate equipment and educational efforts. 
In this age of printed communication, a primary goal of orthographic 
design is that the graphs be readily convertible to type. In the First World, 
where computer-based printing technology is very accessible, invention of new 
graphs poses few problems for the publishing industry and increasingly fewer 
problems for those who have abandoned typewriters for word processors. 
However, in developing nations, such technologies (and the skills for using 
them) are rarely available or affordable. Because new writing systems are often 
developed as parts of national literacy campaigns, they must be printable 
immediately, for use in primers and later in other educational, political, medi-
cal, and agricultural materials. For these reasons, officials often seek to utilise 
extant alphabets for the new orthographies, so that existing equipment may be 
used in printing. 
However, in practice, application of the roman alphabet to non-Indo-
European languages is often difficult and necessitates added expense. Because 










































50 M. Lynne Murphy -
African significances to roman graphs is not a simple matter. Even if the sounds 
of the language number fewer than 26 (the number of roman graphs used in 
English), a basic principle of orthographic practice bars any assignment of 
graphs to sounds that fundamentally differs from their assignment in other 
languages (for example, assigning the vowel sound I:)] to the letter b is Vet-
boten).4 For this reason, non-roman graphs are often introduced to a basically 
roman system. Often, these graphs are modified roman characters, such as Q or 
£, or are borrowed from other alphabets, such as 9 and (). Once non-roman 
characters are introduced, the adoption of a roman-style system is no bargain. 
New typewriters and printing equipment must be designed to service the lan-
guage. 
Although new printing equipment must be manufactured, economic effi-
ciency and political expedience have led many African nations to adopt official 
alphabets that include roman and non-roman graphs. While the modified 
roman alphabets involve an initial expense, cost-efficiency can be attained by 
applying the same graphs to all indigenous languages. For example, the Nige-
rian National Language Centre has consolidated the writing systems of over 
250 indigenous languages and introduced a pan-Nigerian typewriter which 
contains all of the letters of the roman alphabet except x as well as nine modi-
fied roman characters and a number of diacritics (Dalby 1986: 28). While adop-
tion of any writing system involves expense, this tactic dilutes the expense by 
applying the same printing equipment to many languages and thus creating a 
large market for the new equipment, allowing it to be mass-produced. 
3.1.3 Conclusion 
Modem, state-supported orthographies for African languages are most com-
monly based on a roman-style graph system. This holds true despite the exis-
tence in some areas of indigenous writing systems. Harmony among the writ-
ing systems of various indigenous languages and (official) European languages 
is usually encouraged. Proponents of this method cite economic reasons for the 
choice of roman graphs as well as pedagogical reasons (discussed further 
below). While the involvement of roman script in non-Indo-European lan-
guages is problematic, both from orthographic and political I ethical stand-
points, it is now so deeply entrenched in African political and educational sys-
tems that alternatives, such as invention of new alphabets, no longer seem 
viable. 5 
3.2 Phoneme I graph assignment 
Once the roman style of graphs has been selected for a particular language, 
planners must determine how roman graphs will represent the sounds ·of the 










































Dictionaries and Orthography in Modern Africa 51 ---hie system of another language, and (2) adoption ofa standardised orthog-
grah which has been created in order to represent the sounds of many lan-
ra~ies. The borrowed orthography or standard orthography is usually used as 
gu odel for a neW orthography, rather than adopted without changes. Thus, 
~:systems are tailored to fit the sounds of the languages they are intended to 
serve. Orthographies that adequately represent the sounds of the language are 
ften adapted through use so that the characters are easier to produce or to 
°ead or so that less phonetic detail is represented. Standard orthographies have 
:ome to surpass the orthographies of European languages in popularity, but 
both are discussed below. 
Orthographic theorists generally agree on several criteria for an ideal 
orthography (see Kemp 1981: 16*, IPA 1957: 1-2, Mann and Dalby 1986: 207, 
Winter 1983). Foremost is the "One Sound / One Sign" principle6 which holds 
that for any phoneme (minimally distinctive sound unit), one and only one 
graph should consistently represent that phoneme and no other. This principle 
is found in every list of orthographic principles in the literature cited here and 
is usually the first principle mentioned, as well as the most discussed. Notably, 
this principle is not followed by most languages with a long history of writing, 
such as English or French, because natural, diachronic sound change has little 
regard for spelling. However, One Sound / One Sign is the goal of most current 
orthographies and is claimed tp benefit both the language scholar, who 
demands consistency and precision in phonetic description, and the native 
speaker, who is attempting literacy (the more simple and elegant the spelling 
system, it is reasoned, the easier the acquisition of reading skills). The adher-
ence to One Sound / One Sign is further discussed below with respect to vari-
ous orthographic systems. 
3.2.1 Borrowed orthographies 
In the earliest language-recording efforts by European colonists and mission-
aries, the orthography of the European's native language (or some other Euro-
pean language) was most often used for transcription. This tendency can be 
attributed to the lack of international standard orthographies and to simple 
ethnocentrism. These early orthographies persist in some areas where the 
original colonial forces have remained and where continual efforts have been 
made to record or promote literacy in the local language. (Note, for example, 
the French spelling of [u] as ou in Ouagadougou.) Such orthographic bor-
rowing may be instigated or perpetuated today by those who believe that bor-
rowing holds some pedagogical value. 
For many individuals, literacy in a local language is seen as a stepping 
stone to mastery of a European language (usually the official language of the 
nation) and thus to greater economic mobility. Modelling the local language's 










































52 M. Lynne Murphy 
------------------------------------------------------------
ment of bilingual literacy. However, such orthographic mimicry in the name of 
educational principles may be misguided. As Yapita Moya (1981) points out for 
the Bolivian language Aymara, the adoption of Spanish orthography confuses 
the A ymaran learner of Spanish as well as the Spanish-speaker learning 
A ymara, as the sound systems of the two languages are different enough to 
cause problems for orthographic sharing. Aymara has three vowels, while 
Spanish has five. Yet in three historical orthographies of Aymara modelled on 
Spanish orthography, all five of the Spanish vowel graphs are utilised, violating 
the One Sound / One Sign principle, causing confusion to native speakers who 
cannot discern a logic to the assignment of vowel graphs to sounds, and 
causing many learners of Aymara to believe that five vowels actually exist in 
Aymara (and that they are stupid for not being able to distinguish them). 
Yapita Moya argues that the use of Spanish orthography for Aymara 
promotes a feeling of intellectual inferiority among the A ymara people. 
Because their language is so easily read by Spanish speakers (whether or not 
the Spanish speaker can understand the content of the text), Aymarans assume 
that their language is "simple" compared to the Spanish language, with which 
they often have difficulty. Here, we can find not only abstract philosophical 
reasons to oppose the culturally imperialistic imposition of European 
orthographies on non-European languages, but also evidence that such imperi-
alism is damaging to educational efforts, to the emotional well-being of the 
individuals of a culture, and to their cultural identity. 
3.2.2 Standard I international orthographies 
Standard roman orthographies for non-European languages gained popularity 
among European scholars during the 19th century. The aim of these systems is 
to serve more than one dialect, if not all languages, by applying graphs to 
sounds universally. The One Sound / One Sign principle is intended to hold 
not only within one language, but across many. If a sign b represents a bi-labial, 
voiced stop in language A, then it serves the same purpose in language B. If 
there is no bi-labial, voiced stop in language C, then the sign b should not be 
evident in the writing of that language. The efficiency of this system is affected 
by the differences and similarities among the languages that are served, the 
consistency of the application of graphs to sounds, and the number and range 
of graphs and diacritics included in the system. 
The colonial history of Africa has resulted in the creation of many com-
peting orthographies. Orthographies of individual African languages were 
modelled on many different European orthographies because different Euro-
pean nations had colonies in Africa, and because the colonies of any particular 
European nation were not necessarily contiguous and did not honour language 
or language-group boundaries. Thus, the name of one language family might 
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-Ie ~ Bantou, Bantu (Wharton 1925: 76). The shift to standardised alpha-
~~ did not appreciably alter this situation because of the number of such 
a1 habets that have been ~ro~osed and, to some extent, applied. Wharton 
(1~2S) mentions 146 transcnption schemes that had been proposed from the 
17th through the 19th centuries, and he bemoans the strife caused to librarians 
by the v~riant. ~anscrip~ons of a single langUage name, for example, chi-
~ kiswahili, Swaheli (p. 78). 
The twentieth century has seen progress in the standardisation and har-
monisation of writing systems through the introduction of the International 
Phonetic Alphabet (IP A) in 1888 by the International Phonetic. Association 
(Association Phonetique Intemationale). The IP A is illustrated below in Figure 
1. 
figure 1. International Phonetic Alphabet (reprinted from Ladefoged 1990: 551) 
Pila_ 1..,...- ,~ A' ....... ......... lid.. UV .... I_a (j 
PIoIli.., P b I d t q C J k g q G 1 
HAUl m II] n It J1 I'J N 1~~m 
Toll IJ r I R T ... FIop { r - t f3 f V 9 Ols zlJ 3 ~ ~ ~ j X Y X II h \' h fi , .... illiill I lj ........ 
~ U J .(. j tq -I- • I l I. I • ............ I~ ... p' t; r c' k' q' :mm 
......... Jj 6 ( d f!J K sf qcf 1~~Umm 










































54 M. Lynne Murphy 
Figure 1 (continued) 






0.... U aD 
Whroe ., .............. in paino'''' _10 .... ria" 
• __ •• """""" .. wd. 
OTIIF.R SYMBOlS 
M. V .............. • .... r... 
W V ...... IabiaI ..... ....... 
II Vuiadl.biaI ......... ...,....,u-
\I VuicEku <pi&keI" fricali .. 
~ Vuiad<P.1oIuI1rIc.me 
".J. I'.pi" ..... r~";"" 
fj Simoh..-.. J ... X 
0UiIati .. dict 
I DnaoI clid< 
-
! (I'\00I'''''. did 
=1= ~dic:t 
I A~""""cIicl 
J Alwd ... ...," ... 
3 Addi,i" ... 1 .. id CEllInI ....... ~ ~ AIwn ..... poIDI 
Iric.;IIj"a 
Afftinltcl ... ..... He .. icuJarioM rln ,.-..., ,-.. 
1"'.rpo ... nlnlhy ..... ,........jai..... kp ls 
t.,.liI:_if~ • 
This alphabet has had several advantages over previous alphabets such as 
Richard Lepsius' Standard Alphabet (1863) or Alexander Melville Bell's Visible 
Speech (1870). First, the IPA is a co-operative effort by an international associa-
tion, unlike the previous efforts of individuals. Thus, from its inception, the IP A 
has had broader-based support than earlier efforts. In addition, perhaps 
because of the collectivity of the effort, perfection or completion has never been 
claimed of the IP A. Rather, it is a perpetual work-in-progress, subject to 
changes as new phonetic 'and phonological facts are learned or as problems in 
its practical application are discovered (see, e.g., International Phonetic Associ-
ation 1989). The IPA is in this way unlike the previous works of individuals, 
which were often advertised as the solution to all the problems of transcription 
and transliteration, and which regularly fell out of fashion when they failed to 
adapt to new tasks. 
The IPA has also benefited from the timing of its introduction. During the 
end of the 19th century, linguistics began to establish itself as a scientific disci-
pline. The IP A was introduced to an academic community which had already 
begun to be convinced of the value of linguistic study. 
The IP A allows for transcription at various levels of phonetic accuracy. 
This feature makes the IP A appropriate for many different orthographic tasks 
and audiences. Diacritics and other symbols marking non-contrastive phonetic 
features may be employed by linguists studying a particular language, but may 
be left out in the transcription of texts. Markers of features such as tone may be 
employed at various stages in literacy training, but may be left out by more 
experienced writers where the context is sufficient to make clear the relevant 
features. Thus, the IPA is useful as a tool of linguistic study, but may be applied 
such that non~linguist users are not burdened with an abundance of phonetic 
information. ' 
While these features of the IP A have allowed it more success than previ-
ous alphabets, they also prevent it from being a truly One Sound / One Sign 
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-
• I I - § and U' (tI) - ~. Because most languages have few distinctive 
s,u~das ~ -is' often used, for typographical ease, to represent·whatever liquid 
li~U1 s~ a particular language, regardless of whether the phoneme is better 
eXlSts'bed by R, B, or .I. Furthermore, some phonemes present in African 
descnages, such as ·prenasalised consonants ([mb],[l]g]) and labio-velar stops 
Ian;] [kpD, do not have single-graph representatibns in the!PA. 
([g i£ the IPA is used as a basis fora literacy orthography, these orthographic 
/ honetic incorlSistencies are not problematic, despite the failure of the One 
5 ~d / One Sign principle. As a universal standard alphabet, the variation of 
s~-symbol correspondence is only problematic for a particular language if 
variant forms are used within that one language. Such random assignments of 
graphs are rarely included in the orthography of a single language, unless 
competing orthographies are designed (in which case, one form will eventually 
prevail). Furthermore, universality in graph assignments does not necessarily 
benefit the languages in which literacy is being established. For example, 
Winter (1983) argues that differences in orthographic convention for long 
vowels in two related American languages, Walapai and Havasupai, are 
helpful to the speakers of the languages (and perhaps to linguists as well) 
because they visually differentiate the two languages (which are otherwise very 
similar), helping to preserve the strong linguistic pride and identification which 
exists in both cultures despite the near-identity of the two languages in 
linguistic terms. 
Other breaches of principle in applying the IP A, such as the use of r to 
represent different sounds in different languages, are beneficial (or at least, not 
hannful) to the language community for reasons of economy and ease in print-
ing. The most problematic breach of One Sound / One Sign is the use of 
digraphs (combinations of two graphs) to represent one sound in the labio-
velar stops of many African languages. The linear order of the two signs is 
misleading: gb is not a series of sounds, [g) followed by [b), but instead it is one 
stop with double articulation (i.e., simultaneous closure at two points of 
articulation). The IPA's failure to manage a single symbol for a single 
labio-velar phoneme may reflect the Indo-European bias of the International 
Phonetic Association. Having spent its efforts and graphs on the languages 
more familiar to its members, it fails to allow West African languages one sign 
for each sound. Because these African languages are not apt to have consonant 
clusters which would be orthographically similar to the double-articulated 
consonants, the use of digraphs should not be any more problematic to the 
native speaker of Beng than the use of digraphs such as ch is to native speakers 
of English, French, or German. However, the use of digraphs such as gb, kp, 
and lim is misleading to speakers of West African languages who are already 
familiar with the roman alphabet. Because a European alphabet is involved 
here, learners and speakers may tend to treat Europeans as the experts on the 
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mine native speakers' confidence in their own language, language use, and 
intelligence, as was the case for A ymara. 
3.2.3 Recent developments in Africa 
In Africa, the desire for standard alphabets has grown among language and 
education policy-makers in order to simplify the educational needs of multilin-
gual nations. Within languages and countries, and across the continent, stan-
dard alphabets have been proposed and legislated as official alphabets. In Tan-
zania, the alphabet of Kiswahili developed in pre-independence days was 
retained after Kiswahili was declared the official language of the nation. This 
system retains many orthographic anglicisms, including digraphs such as ng 
({I)]} and th ({e]) (Dalby 1986). In Central African Republic, an official orthogra-
phy for the lingua franca Sango has been developed with a reduced roman 
alphabet, 22 letters and no digraphs. 
Alphabets for multilingual use have been developed and adopted offi-
cially in several West African nations. In Ghana, a cross-lingual script has been 
developed which introduces non-roman graphs and avoids the need for 
digraphs (Dalby 1986). Other nations, such as Benin (Tchitchi and Hazoume 
1983), Cote d'Ivoire (Kokora 1979), and Mali (Dalby 1986), have adopted alpha-
bets involving both digraphs and non-roman graphs. However, at least in the 
case of Cote d'Ivoire, the official alphabet has had little effect on languages for 
which orthographies had previously been established (except in certain official 
efforts to utilise the official alphabet), thus failing to harmonise the diverse 
orthographic systems of the nation (Alma Gottlieb, p.c.). Furthermore, the offi-
cial orthography has not affected the current alphabetisation of languages, 
judging from the disparity between the official alphabet and the efforts of the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics (1984). 
In spite of the establishment of so many official alphabets at the national 
level, a pan-African orthography has been attempted. The African Reference 
Alphabet (ARA) was developed through a series of conferences in Niamey, 
Nigeria with the support of the International African Institute and UNICEF. 
Devised in 1978 and revised "in 1982, the ARA includes 60 graphs, many of 
them roman, roman-derived, or Greek, and many of which exist in the IP A and 
are given phonetic values similar to those of the IP A.7 However, these graphs 
do not represent fixed phonetic values', in and of themselves. Instead, 
phoneme-graph assignments are made on a language-by-Ianguage basis, in 
accordance with the following principles:" (1) one sound / one sign (no 
digraphs); (2) graphs included in a language's orthography should be maxi-
mally distinct; (3) the same graph should represent the same sound for all the 
languages within a single country; (4) a language spoken in several countries 
should have the same alphabet in each country; (5) the same sound should be 










































Dictionaries and Orthography in Modem Africa 57 ---uld be avoided (Mann and Dalby 1987: 207). Figure 2 shows the corpus of sho 
graphs in the AU. 
figure 2. African Reference Alphabet (reprinted from Mann and Dalby) 
a.r.a consonants 
bllabla' ,Iv.o'ar alv.opalatal pharyngttl 
labIodental lar.re' p,I,UI glott,1 
lablon',r 1 pottalv.ol,rI v,'ar 
d.ntal2 r.trollu uvular 
nll,I,' m • n2 n • II II 0 
ploslv" pb lIe , d2 t d t" c J kg q ? 
Implo.l~ps a d '( I 
tjfcthnl " t c 
, 
IIplra t .. , 
click., " " 1 , .lfllcattl· c J 
frlcatln. I " 
tv III • I 8111 Il CJ •• .. ' II [' hR' ,oll/fI,p 10 ( ( 
continuant W 0" A r 
'.r.' \low,f, 
u 
• g 0 
I • , • " a 
Adoption of a pan-African alphabet is indeed practical in economic terms: 
typewriters and other printing equipment including these 60 characters would 
be marketable in any part of Africa and available to users of any African lan-
guage. The ARA is also practical in its flexibility. It attempts harmonisation 
within languages and regions only. Thus, it does not require a separate graph 
for every phoneme in Africa and can easily avoid the use of diacritics for dis-
tinguishing, for example, the dental [t] of one language with the alveolar [t] of 
another. However, given the investments that nations have already made in 
their own official alphabets and other political and cultural differences amongst 
the African nations, widespread adoption of the ARA seems unlikely. It is 
likely that the ARA project was in large part an academic and bureaucratic 
exercise. 
4. Further orthographic concerns 
4.1 Division of words 
One of the most basic problems in setting a language to writing is the division 
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necessary to define word in linguistic, non-orthographic terms. Yet the conce 
of word-hood is one that often eludes linguists. We are accustomed to ~t 
of words as units unto themselves. This perception is aided by our experiencg 
with words as printed units with spaces between them. In ordinary speeche 
however, there are no spaces between words. These spaces must be deVised 
when we put the language to writing. 
Units of meaning may be discernible in speech, but all units of meaning 
are not necessarily words. The minimal units of meaning, morphemes, are of 
two types: bound and free. Bound morphemes appear in speech only if juxta-
posed with some other syntactically and semantically appropriate morpheme. 
Free morphemes can occur in utterances without affixing to something else. For 
example, the plural marker -§ is a bound morpheme in English; it must attach 
to a count noun. House is a free morpheme. Free morphemes are not 
necessarily words, however. While house is a free morpheme, it is only a part 
of a word in houseboat. Furthermore, bound morphemes may be written as 
words. For example, in orthographies of Bantu languages, one sees a great deal 
of variety in the treatment of verbal prefixes, such as subject concord, incorpo-
rated objects, tense and aspect marking. So, subject concord markers are not 
treated as separate words in Lingala, but are treated as separate words (and are 
frequently referred to as 'pronouns') in Venda. 
Wolff (1962) discusses three strategies for word division. Alternative A 
does not allow bound mClrphemes to be written as separate words - they are 
written as prefixes or suffixes to free morpheme words. Alternative B is to use a 
European orthography as a model, and to divide words on analogy with 
European words. Alternative C is a compromise strategy in which one tries to 
represent bound morphemes as parts of largercfree morphemes, while avoid-
ing words that are excessively long. Wolff develops and argues for this last 
strategy, intending that it serve the structural reality of the language as much as 
possible while guarding the language's legibility. This seems practical and 
linguistically sound for most African languages (although difficult and contro-
versial to apply in heavily incorporating languages). This, of course, requires 
extensive grammatical study of the language prior to alphabetisation. 
4.2 Capitalisation and punctuation 
Usually, capitalisation and punctuation conventions are modelled on the con-
ventions of the colonial language or other European language. Since 
capitalisation is associated with importance and sacredness, this Eurocentric 
approach risks cultural insensitivity. If those things that are sacred to the Euro-
pean are capitalised, but those things that are sacred in the indigenous culture 
(e.g., for the Beng, the sky) are not, the orthography works a not-so-subtle 
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---. fr m the ethical considerations, practical matters of graph founation 
ASlde 0 . f th h··th h roblems for capitalisation or or ograp les WI non-roman,grap s. 
create p 1 in systems based upon the IP A, upper case characters must be 
For. exa~f ;'graphs such as IJ. This adds to the expense of including non-roman 
des1gne 0 uiring means for printing two distinct characters for each non-
graphS, :::h included. Furtheunore, some IPA or pseudo-IPA graphs, such as I 
ro~an gesemble the upper case founs of other graphs. Thus, I (the lax vowel) 
an d ~I rare likely to be confused, and an uppercase foun must be invented for 
an 11 cap) I that does not resemble (upper case) I. 
(sma In order to avoid these ethical and practical problems, the ARA uses no 
itals and a modified European punctuation system.8 This strategy avoids the 
c:rue judgements inherent in capitalisation decisions by avoiding the decisions 
~emselves. Thus, it is not controversial whether names of persons, sacred 
objects, deities, or days of the week have initial capitals, since no capitals exist. 
Several national alphabets are like the ARA with respect to capitalisation. 
For example, the Nigerian alphabet, for which a typewriter has been produced, 
includes no upper-lower case distinctions among its graphs, using mostly 
graphs that correspond with lower case roman graphs. However, in practice, 
people who ~re literate in Eu~opean lan~a~e~ often copy their capitalisation 
conventions mto languages Wlth non-ca:pltalismg alphabets. For example, the 
Ivoirian alphabet (Kokora 1979) includes no upper case founs. However, initial 
capitals at the beginnings of sentences and in proper names are used in a jour-
nal published at the University of Abidjan in the Baule language (with French 
translations on opposite pages), which purportedly employs the official 
Ivoirian orthography (Loucou 1981). However, because certain graphs included 
in the Baule text have no upper case founs, this capitalisation convention could 
not be universally applied. Furtheunore, initial capitalisation is irregularly 
applied to the titles of articles and the journal itself, as well as to the names of 
ethnic groups. With such irregular observation of a capitalisation convention, it 
is difficult to understand the motivation for using capitals inlhe first place. 
Perhaps the authors and editors of the journal thought that a journal without 
capital letters might look "unacademic", or perhaps the overwhelming availabi-
lity of French printed materials, in comparison to Baule printed materials, has 
instilled in the authors a subconscious bias toward capitalisation in the French 
fashion. If a system without capital letters is to survive as such, it is necessary 
that literacy education in that system include some sort of reinforcement of the 
idea that orthographies without capitalisation are as worthy of print as those 
with capitalisation, and that the sacred objects of cultures with capitalisation 
are not more sacred because they are capitalised. (These are real problems 
because of the use of European languages in schools. Any person with more 
than a couple of years of founal education will know of the capitalisation 
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5. The Beng case 
I now turn to a case study and critique, which concerns the following questions: 
Will (and should) development of an orthography for the purpose of western 
study of an African culture affect future attempts at alphabetisation and 
literacy in that language? For the Beng language of Cote d'Ivoire, what is the 
best orthography that can be developed for linguistic and ethnographic mate-
rials? The answers to these questions often became clear too late to influence 
the orthography used in the Beng-English dictionary (Gottlieb and Murphy 
1995). Therefore, some of the following discussion is more rationalisation than 
criticism. of the orthography chosen for Beng. However, close attention is paid 
to the usefulness of this orthography for the purpose of linguistic study and 
establishment of literacy. 
The Beng are an ethnic group of approximately 10,000 people, divided into 
two kingdoms which use slightly different dialects of their language, Beng 
(Gottlieb 1992).9 The language belongs to the Southern Mande group, which 
also includes Wan and Toura. 
Information for the dictionary was first collected in 1979-80 and again in 
1985 by Alma Gottlieb during anthropological field study. The result of these 
visits was a collection of index cards carrying over 2000 words plus hundreds 
of additionallexicalized phrases, transcribed in an IPA-like style. As linguistic 
study was not the foremost purpose of her visit, and as she is not trained in 
linguistics, Gottlieb's transcription of Beng words was often irregular; the 
sketch of Beng phonetics presented here is based on her transcriptions and a list 
of Beng phonemes produced by a member of the Summer Institute of linguis-
tics. The remainder of this section consists of subsections on the following 
topics: graph assignment for consonants and vowels, capitalisation, word divi-
sion, and adaptation of borrowed words. -
5.1 Consonant graphs 
The bulk of the Beng consonants are common to West African languages. 
However, the written materials from Gottlieb's field research leave some ques-
tions as to the exact consonant inventory of Beng. Table 1 shows the graphs for 
the consonants of Beng used in the forthcoming dictionary, in contrast, where 
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Table 1. Deng consonants 







gb' d g 
I+NASALJ m 
mgb' n nyC g 
f1UCAnvE 
I·VOICE) 8 
I+VO/CE) v z 
UQUlD Ur 
TRILL rr'" 




, IPA, Ivoirian = gm; ARA = ~ . . 
IPA, ARA" I), Ivoirian = nrlg 
, Because of uncertainty as to true nature of this phoneme, equivalents cannot be given for other 
orthographies 
IP A, ARA " r; not differentiated from other central liquids in Ivoirian alphabet 
The dictionary orthography has a few problems that might have been pre-
vented by a more thorough phonological study of the language. The first of 
these problems involves the possible existence of a labio-velar nasal stop, which 
was not included in Gottlieb's original estimation of the consonantal system. 
Instead, this phoneme was treated as a prenasalised / gb / and was spelled 
mgb. 
However, on closer examination of the other possible prenasalised stops, 
i.e., those consonantal clusters spelled as a nasal followed by a stop, the exis-
tence of prenasalised consonants in Beng becomes doubtful. There are no 
word-initial mb clusters, and the recorded nd and nt clusters involve the con-
traction of the first-person singular possessive pronoun, !It and a kinship term 
that begins with [d] or [t]. In these cases, the nd does not represent an instance 
of prenasalisation, but of a syllabic [n] followed by a stop, i.e., two separate 
phonemes (belonging to different morphemes). Yet there are several instances 
of initial and medial clusters recorded as mgb (also ggb in Gottlieb's field 
notes). In these cases, contraction of two morphemes is clearly not the case. SIL 
work on Beng (1984) also posits a labio-velar nasal consonant. 
The Ivoirian alphabet and IP A represent such a phoneme with a digraph, 
gm, while the ARA utilises a single graph which resembles a compact, over-
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perceived explosive nature of the consonant; at the outset, the phoneme is nasal 
in pronunciation, but it is released with a [b]-like sound. 
The trigraphic choice is deserving of some criticism. Not only does it carry 
us far from the One Sound I One Sign principle, but it is misleading in its sug_ 
gestion of a prenasalised consonant, rather than as a nasal consonant. The 
explosive [b]-like ending of the phoneme is most likely a sub-phonemic, and 
perhaps allophonic, characteristic of the nasal phoneme. Including the b in the 
orthographic representation of the phoneme may be helpful to westerners 
attempting pronunciation of Beng, but it would be unnecessary for the Beng, 
should a popular orthography be developed from this dictionary. The Ivoirian 
and IP A representation, QD1, would serve as a phonemic ally accurate repre-
sentation for the sound and would be recognisable as that phoneme to any 
native Beng speaker who acquires literacy in Beng (a Beng speaker would not 
require so much phonetic detail as the b). By employing IJm, we would also 
reduce the trigraph to a digraph, increasing readability. I have not lent serious 
consideration to the ARA single graph, as it is so unavailable in printing and 
typing equipment. If the ARA gains acceptance and use in western Africa 
before serious attempts at Beng alphabetisation for literacy are made, the ARA 
graphs would provide a more elegant representation of the labia-velar nasal 
than the suggested digraph. 
The second major phonemic problem in the Beng orthography is the use of 
both 1 and r for what appears to be only one phoneme. A thorough investiga-
tion of the possible complementary distribution of (1] and (r] cannot be made 
from the written data; however, the written data do prOVide several clues 
which indicate that the two graphs represent the same phoneme. A first piece 
of evidence is the absence of words beginning with r, while many words begin 
with 1. Furthennore, intervocalic 1 is much more prevalent than intervocalic r. 
Consonant-liquid clusters also reveal evidence of complementary distribution. 
The dictionary includes several words with initial sr but none with initial 81. 
The graphs 1 and r were used interchangeably in many words in Gottlieb's 
vocabulary ~ards and field notes, especially in stop-liqUid clusters. Gottlieb 
(p.c.) corifinns that (1] and (r] use seemed interchangeable to her in many words 
and among individual speakers. 
One could rationalise that the Ur graph distinction is useful in recording 
allophonic distinctions. This rationalisation is actually somewhat rational for 
the purposes of this dictionary. As it is to be published by a linguistic organisa-
tion.(Indiana University Linguistic Club), linguists will presumably be the dic-
. tionary's major audience. It is possible that our Ur distinctions will enable some 
linguist to detennine the distribution of liquids in Beng. But should this or-
thography have an effect on future alphabetisation of Beng for popular literacy, 
the Ur distinction could be problematic. The excessive number of graphs for a 
single phoneme could make spelling difficult for native Beng writers, as the Ur 
, I 
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---Th use of digraphs (gb, kp, ny) is forgivable despite the blatant disregard :!me Sound / One Sign principle. Utilising digraphs for the labio-velars 
f?r ~e follows the convention established by the IP A and adopted by most 
siJJlP Y including the Ivoirian national alphabet. Though the ARA does include 
o.f:he[S~graph representations of the labio-velars, these graphs are unavailable in 
S1J1~ e and printing equipment (except that which is especially made for the r;t and therefore it would be burdensome for general use as well as for use 
in our dictionary. 
The palatal nasal, which the dictionary represented with ny, does have a 
ingle-graph representation in the IP A and elsewhere, IJ. In the Ivoirian 
s 1 habet, either ny or IJ may be used, presumably depending upon one's 
~ographical capabilities. Such a flexible solution seems appropriate for this 
sound, as the IP A graph is not only uncommon in typing equipment, it is 
difficult to differentiate from other nasal graphs in the handwriting of many. If 
the Ivoirian alphabet gains wider acceptance before Beng is alphabetised, it is 
reasonable to expect that both of the variant graphs will be employed by 
Beng-speaking individuals. 
5.2 Vowel graphs 
Beng has seven vowels, as illustrated in Figure 3. Two of the graphs used in the 
dictionary are not contained in the roman alphabet, but are used in many 
African orthographies (including the Ivoirian system and ARA) and in the IPA 
and are therefore somewhat available for typesetting and on African type-
writers. 







One controversial element of Beng phonetics is the status of nasalised vowels. 
The SIL missionaries researching Beng (1984) identify four nasal vowel pho-
nemes in Beng, whereas Gottlieb and Murphy treat nasal vowels as pronun-
ciation variations of vowel-nasal clusters (the nasal consonant of these clusters 
is deleted in certain contexts, leaving a nasal-coloured vowel). However, the 
dictionary treatment does not address these situations in a regular manner. Th", 
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contexts and to indicate nasal(ised) vowels elsewhere by a diacritic tilde (_) 
over the vowel. 
The SIL treatment of nasal vowels posits four nasal vowel phonemes: iii 
/0/, /t./, and /3/. In this situation, the nasal consonant (usuallY,an Ig/) tha~ 
follows these vowels in many contexts is explicable as some type of liaison. The 
lack of /f/ and /0/ in the SIL system concurs with the apparent lack of 
distinction between medial lax and tense nasal vowels. The Beng orthography 
makes a distinction between the lax and tense vowels, based on distinctions in 
Gottlieb's field notes. This distinction is likely to be meaningless, however, 
considering that many languages have fewer nasal vowels than oral vowels, 
since fewer vowel distinctions can be made with a lowered velum. 
SIL's orthography uses digraphs (vowel + n) in describing the nasal vow-
els, despite the phonemic status that SIL accords the nasal vowels. Considering 
the popular use of the tilde as an indication of the nasal feature worldwide, the 
SIL's use of a digraph is puzzling and misleading. By its sequential ordering of 
the graphs that usually stand for (oral) vowels and nasal consonants, the SIL 
suggests that these two sounds are produced sequentially. 
Before mass literacy in Beng is attempted (and before further lexico-
graphical work in Beng is done), the status of the nasal vowel must be investi-
gated. If the nasal vowels of Beng are best interpreted as different phonemes 
from the oral vowels, then regular use of the tilde-marked vowel graph should 
be employed. In any caSe, regularisation of the treatment of nasal vowels is 
necessary, but further phonological study of Beng is needed in order to decide 
the best course of action. . 
5.3 Representation of tones 
In Beng, as in many other African languages, words carry lexical tone. The 
style of marking of tones reflects a prevalent custom in Africa and in the 
romanisation of Asian languages. This custom involves iconic diacritics bor-
rowed from· European orthographies, where they serve as accent marks. The 
five tones of Beng are represented as the foUowing:lo v (mid - no diacritic), v 
(high), v (low), f (falling), t (rising). Other options for marking tone have been 
established, but they involve either marking some tones by sub-graph diacritics 
or placing the tonal symbol before or after the syllable instead of placement on 
the vowel (IPA 1957). While these practices may make symbolic or phonetic 
senSe, popular preference for the iconic accent system did bias the choice, as 
did the relative ease with which the accent diacritics can be produced in 
writing, typewriting, or word-processing. Use of this system should not be 
problematic in either academic work or in a future alphabetisation of Beng for 
literacy purposes. In the latter situation, t9ne-marking might be eliminated in 
most contexts, save for those in which lack of tone~marking induces a prag-
matically plausible ambiguity. Our dictionary should not be used as a model 
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--. eet. Because Beng tones undergo changes dependent on neighbouring 
jJ'\corr and because many lexical items in the dictionary were recorded from 
tone~ences of them in sentences, the underlying tone of any word may have 
expe au'sinterpreted by the American recorder. 
been 
4 Adaptation of borrowed words 5. 
Because our dictionary attempts a phonetic orthography, borrowed words have 
been spelled as they sound when pronounced by a Beng speaker, not as they 
are spelled in their original language, for example, Beng karfur for French 
carrefour. For personal names borrowed from neighbouring languages (such as 
Saule), the dictionary indicates the popular spelling of the name within the 
entry. While it may seem unorthodox to use a spelling other than the spelling 
that is used locally, the very French-style spellings of the names represent much 
different sounds in the Beng orthography than the names actually have (e.g., 
ngsan replaces the spelling Nguessan and yakuba replaces Yacoubalh». This 
juxtaposition of phonetic spellings with the popular spellings (which are some-
what official because of their use in identification papers) may help distinguish 
the dictionary's orthography as a phonetic, descriptive orthography, which is 
not in itself a practical orthography for popular use. 
5.5 Capitalisation 
'The dictionary follows the ARA in its non-use of capitals in all contexts, even 
personal names. This strategy avoids forcing western value judgements upon 
the orthography of Beng. Thus, it does not allow westerners to decide which (if 
any) sacred objects, characters, or traditions should have capitalised names. The 
non-use of capitals also reinforces the idea that ours is a phonetic orthography 
designed for linguistic study, not for popular writing. If the ARA system or the 
non-capitalised Ivoirian alphabet becomes popular in Cote d'Ivoire, future 
orthographies may not include capitals as well. If not, choices must be made for 
a popular orthography as to which words deserve initial capitalisation. Ideally, 
the Beng people themselves will be accorded the choice of capitalisation 
conventions. 
5.6 Word division 
Decisions as to which morphemes and strings of morphemes would be treated 
as words depended upon both knowledge of Beng morphology and English-
speaking biases, an accidental adherence to Wolff's (1962) compromise strategy 
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suffix -Ie (used in the verbal citation form, as in trile 'to be / make black' < hi 
'black' + -k) and the 'one removed' temporal suffix -ze (gbleze 'day befo~ 
yesterday' < gble 'yesterday' + ze). As a matter of policy free morphemes are 
treated as words in any case where sound changes have not rendered t:h 
morpheme orthographically dissimilar to its pronunciation in isolation. So, fo~ 
example, blonyile ('to be happy' < blon 'liver' + m1k 'to cool') is treated as one 
word because of the loss of the [1]1, while a compound without sound change is 
treated as two words, such as yim yali (,hyena' < 'night' + 'walker'). (One 
exception to this is the set of patriclan names, which all end in the morpheme 
kg 'child'. For consistency across patriclan names, all are written as 
compounds, regardless of whether any sound change is evident in the con-
stituent morphemes.) 
Apostrophes indicate certain contractions, most notably the address forms 
of many kinship terms, which contract the first-person, singular, possessive 
pronoun with the reference form of the kinship term. In many of these cases, 
some sound change does occur in the contraction, usually the deletion of (or 
assimilation of nasal qualities in) the initial stop of the kinship term and 
place-of-articulation assimilation in the possessive pronoun (e.g., !l + da -> n'a 
'(my) mother'). Use of the apostrophe differentiates the contractions from simi-
lar, uncontracted words (e.g., n'a 'mother (address)' vs. ria 'wife (reference)') 
and does not misleadingly suggest the existence of a prenasalised consonant 
phoneme (as in n'toma '(my) namesake'). Because the pronoun does not under-
go assimilatory sound changes in other contexts of use, possessive pronouns 
are treated as words in other contexts. 
These choices in word division seem morphologically and phonologically 
wellmotivated, however at least one other choice may deserve some criticism 
and revision. The postpositions of Beng, on analogy with the prepositions of 
English, were treated as separate words from their objects. It is possible, how-
ever, that these postpositions might be better treated as case-markers (or 
semantic role markers), and therefore (on analogy with languages with rich 
case-marking systems) would be better represented as suffixes, rather than 
words. Furthermore, many of the postpositions vary in pronunciation, 
depending on their phonological contexts (e.g., Q/wo 'in'). Thus, in treating 
postpositions as words, we 'have broken our own rule of word division 
according to phonological stability. Because no serious grammatical study of 
Beng has been attempted, it is impossible to draw firm conclusions about the 
syntactic function of the so-called postpositions, but such premature assessment 
of the situation may bias future studies or literacy efforts. 
6. The dictionary as orthographic model 
I 
Any lexicographic study of a non-alphabetic culture risks affecting that culture. 
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-- b t feel they lack the skills to create one, the leXicographer's orthogra-
guage, ube seen as a solution to their problems. For forces outside the culture 
phY IllaYinterested in seeing the language alphabetised (e.g., government, mis-
~:~::es), exposure to the lexicogr~phe~'s oo~ograp~y ma~ (corr~ctly or mis-
S1 dO gly) gt·ve the orthographers lingwstiC information WIth which to work. 
lea Ul thl o h· 'tin rth h' k discussed above, e eXlcograp er, m crea g an 0 ograp y, rna es 
As y judgement calls about the language: what is a word, how is a particular 
Ill:d represented, what is worthy of initial capitalisation. These decisions 
so ovide a medium by which biases toward the lexicographer's native (or pre-
krred) tongue or his / her misunderstanding of the target language may be 
carried into the writing system of the language and ultimately into indigenous 
and external popular (and even academic) perceptions of the language. 
English-speaking culture's attitudes toward dictionaries indicate the revef-
ence we have toward their entries. Because most standard English dictionaries 
only record the terms of the higher social registers of English, the dictionary is 
used as a tool of linguistic discrimination. The grade school teacher's cliche, 
"Ain't isn't a word - it's not in the dictionary," demonstrates the authority that 
English speakers ,give to dictionaries (and lexicographers). Dictionaries are 
respected as fonts of linguistic "truth" and are expected to be very conservative. 
The esteem in which we hold the dictionary is evident in references to the dic-
tionary. (like the Bible), in which we ignore the fact that competing dictionaries 
exist and may represent different "truths" about our language. 
If the same sort of authority is given to a preliminary dictionary of an un-
alphabetised language (such as Beng), the consequences could be disastrous if 
popular use of the orthography prescribed by the dictionary is attempted, since 
the dictionary is based on an outsider's perceptions of the language and not on 
native speaker intuitions (although it may be produced in consultation with 
native speakers)o Therefore, the description of a language through a dictionary 
should be as accurate as possible, not only for the bene(it of western science, 
but so as not to sabotage later efforts at establishing literacy in the language. 
In the case of the Beng-English dictionary, thorough linguistic study could 
not be made prior to publication. The ethical issues surrounding the alphabeti-
sation of Beng with only a cursory study of its linguistic structure conflict with 
the concern that other English-speaking academics have access to information 
about the Beng. 11 
The sins in the Beng-English Dictionary's alphabetisation of Beng are miti-
gated by a number of factors. First, the text of our dictionary is in English, 
which is not Widely used in Cote d'Ivoire. Thus, Beng speakers and Ivoirian 
educators will have limited access to the dictionary and will be less likely to use 
its orthographic model than if we had written in French (the official language of 
Cote d'Ivoire). The fact that the dictionary is published by a small organisation 
in the United States adds to the dictionary's inaccessibility as a model (although 
at least a dozen copies are noW available in Beng villages). As discussed above, 
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---borrowed names) reinforce the perception of this orthography as a SCienijfi 
endeavour, not a first step toward a Beng written literature. Disclaimers in the 
dictionary front matter may also serve to lessen the perception of our dictiona; 
as authoritative. 
Upon hearing of the imminent publication of this dictionary, some Ben 
people expressed the hope that this dictionary might help them learn En~ 
(Philip Graham, p.c.). It is interesting to note that Beng people who are literate 
in some language (most likely French) have assumed that they will be able to 
recognise Beng in print. The fact that this orthography is based upon the Ii> A 
may make this task more difficult than these Beng individuals imagine (they 
may be expecting the French-based type of spelling one often sees for their 
neighbouring languages, including Baule / Baoule). This dictionary was not 
intended for such a task, and therefore would be of very limited use to anyone 
wishing to learn English. However, with the input of a literate Deng person, it 
may be possible to revise the dictionary, first through more careful linguistic 
study, then by the addition of an English-Beng section, so that this study can 
serve the Bellg people. 
Notes 
1. Arguments that literacy aids intellectual development have been challenged in recent years. 
Eisenstein (1979) traces European history to the conclusion that many of the social advances 
thought to have been caused by the invention of writing were actually products of the 
invention of printing technology. Scribner and Cole (1981) argue that while the development 
of certain intellectual habits is frequently attributed to literacy, these habits are instead the 
product of the discipline of formal education. In their study, individuals who attain literacy 
skills in the informal village settings in Liberia and Sierre Leone did not attain the same 
intellectual skills characteristic of tho.~ who gained literacy through formal schooling. 
2. According to Bendor-Samuel and Bendor-Samuel (1983), this problem has been encountered 
by missionary literacy workers in Ghana. Although village schools taught students to read 
and write in English, the missionaries could not find literate, adult villagers. This was 
because those who completed their educations quickly became unsatisfied with agricultural 
life and moved to the cities to lind means of employment that would allow them to utilise 
the skills gained in school. 
3. Of the 43 African nations discussed in Chrystal (1987), only seven do not have European 
official languages. Of these seven, six have Arabic as an official language. Only Ethiopia has 
only an indigenous language (Amharic) and its writing system predates European influence 
(Dalby 1986). 
4. For further discussion of orthographic principles, see International Phonetic Association 
(1957), Williamson (1984), Mann and Dalby (1987: 207-211). 
5. Other altematives are apparently considered so unviable that they are not even discussed. In 
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--- articu1arly as it is applied to English, is to fonn the basis of the representation of alphabet, p " 
N' rian languages. 
;!e principle is also known as "One Phoneme/One Graph" and "One Phoneme/One 
6. h me" In order to avoid the debate over the usefulness of the concept 'grapheme', I 
Grap e . 
ave chosen to use a more neutral, albeit less precise, label for the principle. 
~e ARA's Principle 9, with relation to existing orthographies, states "any a.r.a letter that 
7. coincides with an i.p.a letter should have as its most frequent realisation a value concordant 
with its i.p.a value, or other widely established usage" (Mann and Da.lby 1987: 208, 
unctuation and capitalisation as in original). 






The Beng have been referred to by other sources as the Ben, the Ngan, the Gan, and the 
Ngen (Mundt 1987: 31). The name Beng is preferred here as it is an auto-ethnonym. 
The v in these examples is intended to serve as a generic symbol for "vowel" and is included 
in order to d~monstrate the placement of the diacritic above the vowel graph. 
The desire to produce a record of Beng is not completely self-serving for the academic 
community. With the epidemic of language death around the world, it is vital to record 
m.inority languages now in an effort to retard their demise or at least have a cultural record 
in case of the language's death. (See Linguistic Society of America 1993.) 
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